ABOUT EDGE

Transform your machine into a solution powerhouse with EDGE attachments.

With over 60 years of industry expertise, we know durability, versatility and what it takes to finish the job. With a range of over 500 attachments, we have the ability to support your needs. We are continually expanding our offerings, keeping up with industry trends and customer demands. You can trust EDGE to increase your productivity by adding more versatility to your machine.

To view our full range and learn more about EDGE attachments please visit us at edgeattach.com.

Machine Compatibility: EDGE offers attachments for skid loaders, track loaders, articulated loaders and compact excavators.

Warranty: EDGE stands behind the quality of our attachments and offers a one (1) year warranty on all attachments.

Contact us: edgeattach.com | edgeinfo@manitou-group.com | 1-866-232-8224

Find your local dealer: edgeattach.com/find-a-dealer/

EDGE is part of the Manitou Group, a world-leader in handling equipment. Through its iconic brands; Manitou, Gehl, Mustang by Manitou and EDGE, Manitou Group offers the best solutions by creating the greatest value for its customers.
**PALLETS FORKS**

*Move material from one place to another*
- Select from standard, medium and heavy-duty frame to hydraulic rotating, side-shift and sliding tine. Walk-through is available for easy access to the cabin.
- Ability to customize pallets by adding a dealership logo creates an additional marketing opportunity.

![Sliding Tine](image1)
- Sliding Tine
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- Standard

![Fork with Grapple](image3)
- Fork with Grapple

---

**BUCKETS**

*Multi-tasking at its best*
- EDGE offers over 30 types of buckets from utility bucket to skeleton rock and everything in between.
- Accessories to support long life include bolt-on side cutting edges, bolt-on cutting edge, spill guard, tooth bar, replacement teeth and grapple.

![Skeleton](image4)
- Skeleton

![Excavator Bucket](image5)
- Excavator Bucket
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- Tooth

---

**TIRES & TRACKS**

*Drive on quality*
- Tire range includes heavy, severe, solid flex and standard duty.
- Track range includes grouser, hard pad and soft pad.
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- Soft Shoe
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- Standard

![Hard Pad](image9)
- Hard Pad
GRAPPLES / FORK & GRAB

Grab, lift and move heavy and hard-to-handle materials
- Grapple buckets are available in standard, medium and heavy duty in widths from 60” to 90”.
- Select from brush root, skeleton tine, utility fork and industrial tine grapples.
- Bale spears range from a single tine with a capacity of 2,200 lbs. to 3 tines with a capacity of 4,000 lbs.

CLAMPING

Clamp, hold and move material
- Easily move trees, rocks and bales with handlers in one easy movement.
LAND PREPARATION

Make quick work of creating soil, sand or rocks ready for the next step
• Built to handle the toughest ground conditions, rakes ranging from auto, grader, preparatory and power are ideal tools for grading and cleanup work.

Land Leveler  Roto Tiller  Grader Blade

LANDSCAPE

Grind stumps, mow fields and brush cut seedlings
• EDGE has over 30+ attachments to support the needs of landscapers, groundskeepers, rental centers and homeowners to maintain their grounds.

Open Face Mower  Power Rake  Tree Spade

To view full range visit edgeattach.com
**SWEEPER & CLEANING**

Clean any surface with power and efficiency

- Year round tools assist in removing sand, snow, dirt or debris on sidewalks, driveways, parking lots and more.
- Brooms are available in widths from 48" to 96" and have optional dust control kits.

**CONCRETE**

Break up concrete and lay it back down within one machine in no time at all

- Breakers range in capacity from 550 ft/lb up to 1,500 ft/lb and use the hydraulic pressure of the machine and a nitrogen charged backhead increases the impact energy maximizing production.
- Breakers, rock wheels, slab buckets, mixers with or without an auger and chutes make concrete work easy.

To view full range visit edgeattach.com
PUSHING

Collect and move material right where you want it
- Snow, manure, dirt, rocks and sand have met their match

Oscillating Snow Push  V Blade
Feed/Alley Scraper  Hitch Adapter

EARTH DRILLING & DIGGING

Dig deeper & quicker
- Augers available in both planetary and chain drive with the bits and teeth ranging from light, standard, heavy, rock and tree shrub.
- Trenchers, backhoes and rippers increase productivity to make quick work of digging in demanding conditions.

Auger  Excavator Bucket  Excavator Thumb
EDGE reserves the right to add improvements or make changes in specifications at any time without notice.